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1 Machinery, the preferred mechanism
Physicists describe nature using mathematics and concepts that give physical meaning to mathe-
matics. The concepts use objects (like processes and particles) and relations describing mecha-
nisms. A special kind of mechanism is machinery. Mechanisms can use concepts like integrals,
differential equations, laws and symmetries. Machinery can not use these. Machinery can only
use objects (and their specific properties) that do the work and transforming themselves. Laws
and symmetries are properties inferred from the underlying composition of the machinery. For in-
stance, there is no machinery giving us a reason for the Newtonian gravitational pull. What is doing
what how and why? This document discusses the mechanisms and machinery or lack thereof of
some current existing theories (Quantum Field Theory and General Relativity are amongst them).
We should aspire to describe nature using just machinery. The working model of reality must be-
have like reality, must explain reality, and it must be trustworthy. Integrals, differential equations,
principles and laws come from machinery.

Mechanisms are objects like a process, technique, integral, differential equation, law, principle
or a system. Machinery (a specialisation of a mechanism) is a system. Machinery is the work-
ing parts, the materials, the arrangement of objects and their properties (structural and interaction
properties), that make the system. A material has a physical form with material properties. It is the
fabric of the machinery.

It is not enough to describe the behaviour of a system. One needs to explain the behaviour and
needs to make that explanation understandable and trustworthy by showing that the explanation
works through its understandable and trustworthy machinery. The description is in the mathemat-
ics. The explanation is in the concepts, the physics, the story, the pictures, the machinery and the
material(s).

An example of a completely machinery driven explanation for our physics is in [1]. Pierre Millette
[2] gives another example. Almost all of Millette’s physics is machinery driven. The machinery
here only seems missing in the tearing and glueing of the fabric of spacetime.
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As humans, we should realise that in the past, we have never been right about anything in
describing reality. All we did is construct seemingly better and better approximations. Working
without complete machinery holds the risk of physicists becoming the high priests of their very
complex religion with perhaps too many dimensions and too many universes.

The explanation of statistics is in the form of reality, in the machinery. It is not that the
explanation of reality is in the form of the statistics. Statistics only describe. They do
not explain. Bits are not the building blocks of reality. Quantum mechanics needs no
interpretation. Quantum mechanics is an interpretation of reality.

1.1 General Relativity
In general relativity (GR), the two relevant objects are spacetime and energy. Spacetime has four
dimensions. It has a shape. Sometimes the property of elasticity is attributed to spacetime to
produce the machinery to reshape the form. GR has no machinery for describing energy and its
relation to and influence on spacetime. What energy consists of or why energy shapes spacetime
are unanswered questions. GR only tells us how it deforms spacetime (almost everywhere). A
mechanism describes how energy moves the way it does in curved spacetime (principles such as
parallel transport and geodesics implemented in mathematics). There is no machinery responsible.
In the Einstein equations of motion, the energy tensor is a geometrised representation of the par-
ticipating energy to put energy mathematically on the same footing as spacetime and to be able to
use the equivalence sign. A tensor of numbers describes the energy for comparison with the shape
of the metric tensor of spacetime. However, the energy is not material, not a fabric.

1.2 Quantum Field Theory
In Quantum Field Theory (QFT), the (two) relevant objects are spacetime and fields. QFT has no
machinery for how spacetime and these fields interact or how the fields get into the spacetime.
Nothing generates the fields. QFT gives no machinery for how or why the probability field is
changed. QFT only uses mechanisms for how the field is changing in the form of principles and
mathematical rules. Do not ask why. Just calculate. Any interpretation is debatable, and there is no
consensus on the interpretation. In [1] it is argued that there is no need for an interpretation because
QFT is itself an interpretation and this concurs with the ”shut up and calculate”-interpretation (the
Copenhagen-interpretation).

1.3 String theory
In String theory, the relevant objects are spacetime, strings and fields. Strings have more than
zero dimensions and the property of vibration in string-fabric. Spacetime has more than four
dimensions. String theory needs the property of super-symmetry. No machinery is underlying the
interaction between spacetime and strings/branes or the interactions between strings. There is no
machinery for statistical behaviour.
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1.4 Information theoretical descriptions (such as emerging gravity)
In Information theoretical descriptions, the objects are bits and dimensions (and spacetime and
other objects emerge from bits and dimensions). No machinery is present at all. Some mechanism
seems present. We can always use information theory as a tool to describe the behaviour of systems
or whatever is turning up in reality or experiments. That is what statistics is born to do. Bits
do not interact. Statistics does not explain anything. It just describes behaviour and form. A
probability distribution determines the amount of information that is handed to us or represented
and for instance bits express how much. An additional interpreting schema (for instance in the form
of a computational device) is needed to make sense of bits that describe shape. QFT (spacetime
does not emerge but is part of the description) is also such a description because of its probabilistic
nature.

1.5 Quantised spacetime theories
Whenever we quantise spacetime, questions should be answered, such as what are the properties
of a quantum of spacetime. How does the quantum couple to its neighbours? How does a quan-
tum of spacetime let go and how does it stretch? If quanta do not stretch, how does stretch come
about macroscopically? What is in between quanta, and what are the properties of the in-between?
Notable in this light seems to be the work of N.J. Wildberger (professor of mathematics, univer-
sity of New South Wales, Australia, see for instance youtube.com and [3]) on the foundations of
mathematics and the mathematical problems in describing continuity.

1.6 Merging two models into one
Considering two models as potential candidates for unifying is a dangerous mission. Each model
will have its strengths and weaknesses. We want to keep the strengths and get rid of the weak-
nesses. Physicists consider GR and QFT to be candidate models for unification. It takes ingenuity
to accomplish such an endeavour (especially if it is not possible). It brings new insights and di-
rections. It also takes human resources that might be needed elsewhere. It seems a good thing
to attempt to unify GR and QF because it brings us string theory and loop quantum gravity and
other ideas. At the same time, we should consider that we can not unify GR and QFT because the
objects that represent energy in both theories are too different. Both theories use spacetime. QFT
considers a probability distribution for describing a system of energy and positions the distribution
in spacetime without specifying the interaction of its coupling to spacetime. GR uses numbers
for representing energy and movement in a tensor format. GR geometrises energy to be able to
make it interact with spacetime. The conceptual description, of how the two merge and what the
geometry of energy is, is lacking. In representing energy, QFT and GR conceptually have nothing
in common other than maybe the word field. We need a description based on just machinery from
which we infer GR and QFT as human perspectives.
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